Simply Connected,
Simply Secure.

Security and lifestyle merges with C24 Interactive –
for total and complete control at your customer’s fingertips.

Customer by customer, C24 Interactive helps you
grow your business
Whether your customer is looking for a cost-effective and
simple, easy to use cellular solution or is after a top-of-the-line
comprehensive lifestyle-changing experience – the C24 Interactive
platform takes the guess-work out of what goes on in your
customer’s home.

Whether home or away, your customer can administer their
security and lifestyle needs through a variety of secure, passwordprotected methods. The C24 Portal on computers, the C24
Manager Mobile App for Apple and Android devices and the C24
Mobile Portal for Blackberry and other smartphone devices all
share intuitive and user-friendly interfaces.

Boasting industry-leading features such as unlimited video storage
and no limit on the number of zones monitored for lifestyle triggers
and alerts, the C24 Interactive solutions are designed around latest
technologies, revolutionizing the customers experience with a
security solution equipped to remotely control their security system
and view live video but also control home automation devices such
as thermostats, door locks and lighting for a true lifestyle change.
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Wireless connectivity with WiFi and Z-Wave® technologies make
installation easy. When using the C24-HUB gateway, the cameras and
Z-Wave® devices are easily enrolled and auto-configured. Through
the web portal, scheduling and interoperability is made easy with
step-by-step programming wizards.
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C24 Interactive Products Make On-line
Home Management Easy
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The C24 Interactive HUB Broadband Solution:
The ultimate lifestyle-changing customer experience
The solution that makes all the difference is the C24 Interactive Broadband HUB.
The C24 Interactive HUB is a broadband
gateway that gives your customer the
ability to control and monitor devices
through Z-Wave® technology. With
seamless integration to their IMPASSA or
PowerSeries security system, customers
can control doors, lights, thermostats
and other appliances wirelessly, with
total and complete control at their
fingertips. The gateway also provides a
private and secure WiFi network that is
used for secure communications to the
C24 Interactive cameras.

Features of the combination of either IMPASSA or PowerSeries products with
the C24 Interactive HUB broadband solution include all of the capabilities of the
C24 Interactive Direct Cellular Solution, but additionally offers:
• Live video viewing with UNLIMITED video storage for recordings
• Support of up to 10 cameras
• Remote control for up to 32 3rd party home automation devices including
lighting, door locks and thermostats through Z-Wave® Wireless Modules

The C24 Interactive Broadband HUB
Solution brings out the best of both
worlds: SECURITY for any household
or small business combined with
LIFESTYLE-ENHANCING home
automation capabilities.

The C24 Interactive
Broadband HUB

Ultimate Control
C24-HUB is a gateway that gives the customer the ability to control
and monitor devices through Z-Wave® technology. Customers will
be able to control doors, lights, thermostats and other appliances
wirelessly. The gateway also provides a private WiFi network that is
used for secure communications to the C24 Interactive cameras. It
also provides seamless integration with your DSC security system
for arm/disarm, bypass and real time system and zone status.

Ultimate Video
C24-CAM54IR IP 54 Rated Camera with IR illumination allows for indoor
and outdoor use in both lit and low light situations. The camera automatically provides
extra IR illumination when enough visible light is not available for proper operation.
Connectivity is provided through either a hardwired or wireless IP connection to
the C24-HUB.

C24-CAMANL Analog Camera Adapter integrates new or existing
analog cameras to the platform. The adapter will convert and transmit the video signal
over a hardwired connection to the C24-HUB.

Ultimate Automation
Z-Wave® Wireless Modules allow homeowners to have ‘connect and
control’ of their home remotely through C24 Manager and/ or mobile devices.
For example, lights can be set to turn on and off in random patterns to give the
impression of occupancy, thermostats can be controlled to save energy or even
turned on remotely to warm a location prior to arrival. Our offering includes Z-Wave®
compatible in-wall light switches, plug-in lamp/appliance modules, door locks and
Z-Wave® wireless thermostats. Enrolling these devices is easy – and provides the
opportunity for future Z-Wave® add-ons that the customer can easily do themselves
by way of upgrades via the C24 Portal. Your customers will love it because their
investment is easily upgradeable and convenient. You will love it because it saves
you valuable time and cost, while at the same time beneﬁtting your RMR and adding
to your bottom line.

IMPASSA (1.1+) and PowerSeries v4.6, the newest, next-generation
security systems from DSC bring out the best of C24 Interactive Solutions.

The C24 Interactive Direct
Cellular Solution: a simple,
yet effective security
solution for the costconscious home or small
business owner.
Impassa with
HSPA (3G) 3G2055

IMPASSA, a 2-way wireless security system comes with an integrated
HSPA (3G) cellular communicator which, in conjunction with the
C24 Interactive Direct Cellular Solution, offers your customer a costeffective, simple answer to their security needs.
Similarly, the C24 Interactive Direct Cellular solution is compatible with the
DSC PowerSeries line of control panels, enabling customers to stay connected
to their home, family, and small businesses via the web, mobile phone, iPhone/
iPad/iPod and Android phones and tablets.

Features of the combination of either IMPASSA or PowerSeries
products with the C24 Interactive Direct Cellular Solution include:

PowerSeries
HSPA (3G)
3G2060R Communicator

• Remotely arming and disarming, bypassing and viewing real time system and zone status
on any computer, Apple or Android and mobile/Smartphone devices.

• Unlimited email and sms notiﬁcations on an unrestricted number of monitored zones
(not including PIR devices)

IMPASSA or PowerSeries +
C24 Interactive =
Greater Peace-Of-Mind for
you and your customer

Simply Connected,
Simply Secure.
Compatible with IMPASSA (1.1+) & PowerSeries (4.5+)

C24 Interactive Solutions
C24 Interactive
Direct Cellular

C24 Interactive
Broadband HUB

Security
package

Touch
package

Automation
package

Remotely arm/disarm your security system

✔

✔

✔

C24 Manager Apple/Android Apps

✔

✔

✔

Mobile Browser Compatibility

✔

✔

✔

Unlimited Email Notiﬁcation

✔

✔

✔

Unlimited SMS (Text Message) Notiﬁcation

✔

✔

✔

Unrestricted number of monitored zones

✔ *

✔

✔

Secured private WiFi network for C24 Devices

✘

✔

✔

Real Time Live video viewing

✘

✔

✔

Event/motion triggered video or image

✘

✔

✔

Unlimited video storage for 30 Days

✘

✔

✔

Virtually unlimited schedules & automations

✘

✔

✔

Maximum number of supported cameras

✘

10

10

Automation of up to 32 3rd Party Z-Wave® devices

✘

✘

✔

Features

* With exception of PIR devices.

Notes

C24 Interactive is part of
the Connect 24 family

For more information on C24 Interactive please visit

www.connect24.com/c24interactive
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